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To the supervisor

•

As you lead your group on an exploration of
Rimutaka Forest Park, please ensure that the group
stays together, treats the environment respectfully
and takes the opportunity to absorb as much
information as possible whilst enjoying these bush
walks. These activity cards will help students to
focus on the particular themes that link to pre-visit
and post-visit studies at school.

Nga Taonga Nature Walk ( just north of the
Catchpool Centre) is a 20-minute interpreted
walk that will introduce you to some of the
local plant species found in the Rimutaka
Forest Park.

•

Read information panels you come across in
the valley.

•

On the Catchpool Loop Walk (45 minutes
return), compare tree ferns and podocarps.

•

The 5 Mile Loop Walk (2 hours return) has
panels about beech forests.

The map on the reverse of this card identifies
suitable sites to use each card but you may
prefer to use them in other areas that you find
appropriate.

TAKE ONLY INFORMATION – LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS – REMOVE ONLY RUBBISH

1. Forest structure
The forest is like a house

It has a floor
(ground layer),
walls (understorey),
curtains and
decorations on the
walls (climbers
and epiphytes)
a roof (canopy),
and chimneys
(emergent trees).

Emergent tree

Epiphytes

Understorey

Ground layer

Photo: Les Molloy.

Canopy

1. Forest structure
•

Find an interesting place to stop and observe
a range of different forest plants.

•

Compare the structure of this area of forest to
a house.

•

Each
green leaf is a
mini power house. Leaves
use energy from the sun to
change water and carbon
dioxide into plant food
and oxygen.

Sketch the structure of this area of forest.
Make sure you have included:

•

–– What role do these windows play in the
structure of the forest?
•

Share your ideas with your group about the
importance of each part of the forest.
–– What is important about each part?

•

Suggest what might happen to the forest if:
–– some large canopy trees were removed
because people wanted their wood for
building;

–– Large trees that form the canopy (roof) of
the forest
–– Smaller trees growing under the forest
canopy
–– Epiphytes and creepers—the plants that
grow on the trees
–– Leaf litter—dead leaves, fallen branches
(the recycling department in the forest)
–– The forest floor—the ground area of the
forest. It may include lots of small plants (a
bit like a nursery).
–– Roots are mostly out of sight but sketch
any that you can see.

Can you see windows in the house?
–– How have they been made (possibly from
broken branches or fallen trees)?

–– the smaller trees were cleared to provide
more space for children to play or people
to picnic;
–– the leaf litter was raked up every few days
to keep the area looking tidier;
–– roots of plants were damaged by 4-wheel
drive vehicles that were allowed into the
forest.

2. Biodiversity in the forest
The range of living things

Tūī

Kererū/NZ pigeon

Photo: Jeremy Rolfe.

Korimako/Bellbird Photo: R. Veitch/DOC.

Photo: R. Veitch/DOC.

Tauhōu/Silvereye

Photo: Rod Morris/DOC

Pīwakawaka/Fantail

Photo: © Andrew Walmsley

Riroriro/Grey warbler
Photo: J.L. Kendrick/DOC.

2. Biodiversity in the forest
The range of living things

A forest community includes many different plants
and animals that relate to each other in some way.
Some provide food, some give shelter or shade,
others help to disperse seeds or help to break down
the forest litter into rich soil. Take some time to
look at the birds of the forest and think about their
special place in the forest community.

All
forest litter is
recycled. Invertebrates
break down dead plant
and animal materials.

•

Walk slowly and quietly through the forest and
listen for the sounds of birds.

•

Find a place to sit quietly and make a map of
the sounds you hear.
–– Draw a circle and imagine you are sitting
in the centre of that circle.
–– Put a cross in the circle to show any bird
sound that you hear around you while you
count slowly to 50.

•

Make another sound map in a different area of
the bush.
–– Compare the two maps and explain the
results to a friend.
–– If they are very different, attempt to
explain why that might be so.

•

Identify any birds that you can.

•

What food is available for the birds at this
time of year?
–– Will the same food be available all year
round?

•

Give the birds a job description for the work
they do in the forest.
–– What is their special role?

3. Podocarps and beech trees

The mighty kahikatea is
our tallest native tree and
can grow to 60 metres
tall—that’s the height of
30 doorways.
Photos: Jeremy Rolfe.

Kahikatea

Miro

Black beech

Rimu

Tōtara

Hard beech

3. Podocarps and beech trees
Along the Catchpool Loop Track, in the bush
clearing by the stream, you can see some podocarps.
They are slow growing trees that eventually grow
through the forest canopy and become the mighty
giants of the forest.
•

See if you can identify any of the forest giants
by their trunks (the leaves are probably too
high for you to see)—the kahikatea, miro, rimu,
tōtara, mataī.

•
Black
beech often
has sooty black mould
growing on trunk and tiny
threads with honeydew
drops on the ends.

Carefully take some bark rubbings, label
them and make notes about any other special
features of these trees that tell you about their
role in the forest. (For example, they may
provide a home/habitat for other plants to
grow. Creepers may use them to reach up to
the light. They may provide food for birds or
insects.)

On the Five-Mile Loop Walk you can read a panel
about beech forests.
•

There are four species of beech trees in the
park. Black beech and hard beech are common
in the southern and central parts of the park.
Red beech is found mainly in the Pakuratahi
River catchment to the north, while silver
beech is in the ranges and ridge tops above
about 600 metres.

The beech trees allow light to filter though the
forest. Look for ways this affects the plants that grow
beneath them.
•

Compare a small area in the podocarp forest
to a small area in the beech forest. With a
partner, find three differences in these areas.
Think about the ground cover, the feel, the
smell, the sounds, the presence of perching
plants (epiphytes), the colours, etc.

4. Tree ferns
Mamaku

Ponga

Photos: Jeremy Rolfe

Whekī

Kātote

Whekīponga

4. Tree ferns
Ferns are a special feature of our New Zealand bush. Ancestors of modern ferns were the main vegetation on
Gondwanaland 200 million years ago. Look out for the ferns below.

There
are more
than 200
different types
of fern growing
in New Zealand—
some are very
small and some
become
trees.

Mamaku

Ponga

Whekī

The stem of the
frond (stipe) is
thick and black.

The underside of
the frond is silverywhite to creamy
yellow.

The dark green
The light green
frond feels rough to frond feels soft to
touch.
touch.

Dead fronds
hanging below the
green fronds make
an untidy mass.
The mamaku is
the tallest and
grandest tree fern.

The fronds
continue down the
trunk (caudex).

Whekī are often
found in groups as
they can reproduce
from runners
spreading from the
parent.

Kātote

The midribs of
dead fronds form a
tidy skirt below the
green fronds.

Whekīponga
The base of the
frond is thin and
green with matted
brown hairs.
The whole dead
fronds form a tidy
skirt.

Dead fronds hang
messily below the
green fronds.

•

Find one example of each tree fern described above.

•

Where do you find each type? Is there a pattern?

•

Describe the conditions that the tree ferns seem to prefer.

•

Do you know (or can you guess) which parts of the tree ferns can be used for food? shelter?

5. Forest succession
Changes to the forest

As the plants of one group grow they make the environment suitable for the next group.

Age in years:

0

Photos: Jeremy Rolfe.

5

20

50

>100

5. Forest succession
One hundred and fifty years ago this valley would
have been covered in dense forest. The supplejack
vine and kiekie would have made it difficult to walk
into the forest. You would have heard the sounds of
bellbirds and the now extinct huia, and the kererū
would have been heard flying from tree to tree.
What has changed in the valley since then?
•

Search for three pieces of evidence that
show how people have used the valley since
then, e.g. stumps left from timber milling;
fencing from farming days; the remains of the
pine plantations; tracks, bridges, signs and
information panels.

•

Ask one of your group to take on the role of
park manager. He/she will be responsible for
managing this area for the next 5 years. Ask
him/her to explain what he/she thinks are the
most important things to protect in the forest.
Other group members can take on the role of a
tramper, a hunter, a botanist, a mountain biker,
or a 4-wheel drive owner and share their views
about the impact they would have on the area
and how this could be minimised.

When the forest has been cleared from an area
it will eventually grow back again. This is called
regeneration. Watch out for signs of a new forest
growing as you explore this area today. You can see
different stages of a forest’s growth. This is called
successional growth.
•

Look for colonisers (mānuka, kānuka, tutu,
koromiko, rangiora, patē, and kanono) growing
on the bush margins and in the riverbeds. On
the eastern slopes of the valley, pine trees have
been cut down. Now you can see native trees
beginning to grow back.

•

On the western slopes there is older bush
(tawa, māhoe, kohekohe, pigeonwood, karaka,
tītoki, beech and tree ferns) that is developing
the forest canopy after decades of growth.

•

The valley near the beginning of the
Orongorongo track, is a maturing forest with
many emergent rewarewa and a few podocarps
that are about 60–90 years old.

6. People and the forest

6. People and the forest
Much of Catchpool Valley was planted in pines in
the 1970s. Harvesting of these pines began in the
early 2000s. Now the area is being left to regenerate.
This regeneration process follows this sequence:

Gorse
is an
introduced weed
First year: bare ground.
but it has proved
to be a useful nursery
Next 10 years: gorse cover.
plant for native species.
Gradually native species will grow through
It provides shade, ground
the gorse. To improve the look of the area,
cover and nitrogen to
to provide food for birds and to reduce the
enrich the soil. As the
risk of gorse fires, people are giving nature a
trees grow through the
helping hand. Communitiy groups engage in
gorse and block the
revegetation programmes.
light, the gorse
will die.
• Visualise how bare hillside will look after 20
years? after 60 years? Sketch your ideas.
Think about the conditions that different plants
prefer.

•

Where will the beech forest be? Where are
the podocarps such as kahikatea, mataī, miro
and rimu growing? What areas will the ferns
prefer?

•

How are people helping the new forest to
grow? Think about some of the actions that
should be included in a revegetation plan.
Where the seeds will be collected from, how/
where will the plants be prepared for planting
on the hillside, how they can be cared for in
dry summers, how will they encourage people
to help them with their project? Think about
all the seeds that will have fallen from the pine
trees. What will happen to them? Will small
pine plants need to be weeded out?

•

Visit the Rimutaka Forest Park Trust website
for information about how people are helping
the new forest to grow.

Contact the Rimutaka Forest Park Trust about your school helping with the revegetation project.

